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Tourism is often heralded as a force for peace, however, empirical
research to confirm this suggestion is scant. To address this gap,
this research integrates several datasets on conflict and tourism
to examine whether a larger inflow of tourists makes civil conflict
less likely. Several theoretical arguments of the role of tourism
alongside other peace determining factors are presented. These
inform the development of a probit model, and several specifica-
tions, that tests the hypothesis based on data from 126 countries
and for the years from 1995 to 2010. The findings provide strong
evidence that increasing tourism arrivals have a stabilising effect
and increase the chance of peace. Implications for tourism and its
role in the process of development are discussed.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The recent World Travel and Tourism Council (2016) report on peace and tourism highlights the
industry’s recognition of the important nexus between tourism and peace. The negative impacts of
conflict on tourism are far reaching and result from reductions in tourist arrivals, which is either
related to tourists’ perceptions of safety and risk, and negative travel advisories, or directly to the loss
of tourist attractions and infrastructure (Lepp, Gibson, & Lane, 2011). Conflict in the wider region is
also problematic as seen in Jordan which reportedly suffers from conflict in neighbouring Syria
(Taha, 2015). At the same time, tourism is known as a resilient industry (WTTC, 2016) that recovers
quickly after conflict, making it an important tool in post-war reconstruction strategies (Alluri, Lei
Cher, Palme, & Ke Joras, 2014).
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The majority of conflicts–as violent discord between the State and other internal groups—are inter-
nal in nature and occur in less developed countries (Novelli, Morgan, & Nibigira, 2012 on fragile states,
and Gleditsch, Wallensteen, Eriksson, Sollenberg, & Strand, 2002 on a definition of conflict). Conflicts
are often long-lasting and reoccurring; often within five years of signing a peace treaty (Smith, 2004).
Peace is the process of reducing violence and achieving a balance of powers within overarching norms
and institutions. The definition of peace depends on the particular perspective, but Rummel (1981)
suggested that peace constitutes a more or less explicit, conscious and defined social contract, with
different kinds of peace occurring at different social levels. ‘Peacekeeping’ has become increasingly
complex, involving activities that contribute to ending the incidence of conflict, as well as preventing
the onset of new conflict. Smith (2004) conceptualised peacekeeping to consist of four activities: pro-
viding security, establishing the socio-economic conditions for peace, establishing a peace-supporting
political framework, and generating reconciliation through healing and implementing justice. Private
sector actors are increasingly important in supporting peacekeeping.

The notion of peace through tourism has been discussed since the 1920s, with ‘Travel for Peace’ as
the theme of the 1929 British Travel and Holidays Association’s inaugural conference (Wohlmuther &
Wintersteiner, 2014). Further milestones included the United Nation’s ‘Tourism: Passport to Peace’
year in 1967 and the 1980 declaration by the World Tourism Organization in Manila that, for the first
time, highlighted tourism as a force for global peace. In 1986, Louis D’Amore founded the International
Institute for Peace through Tourism, based on the aspiration that tourism becomes the world’s largest
‘‘peace industry” with every tourist being an ‘‘Ambassador for Peace” (Salazar, 2006). This was fol-
lowed by several conferences, including one in Jordan in 2000 that produced the ‘Amman Declaration
on Peace through Tourism’, formally adopted by the United Nations.

Meanwhile, the academic debate has advanced from a somewhat naïve approach to tourism as an
instrument for peace based on the ‘contact theory’ (i.e. peace stemming from the cultural exchange of
a positive host–guest encounter), to a more nuanced conceptualisation of ‘peace-sensitive tourism’
(Wohlmuther & Wintersteiner, 2014). Tourism is often described as a social force that has the poten-
tial to lead to the democratisation of society and strengthen international relations towards non-
violent conflict resolution (Kim, Prideaux, & Prideaux, 2007). While recent years have seen increasing
research interest in tourism and peace, several scholars drew attention to the difficulty of demonstrat-
ing a causal relation for tourism as a contributor to peace (Salazar, 2006), observing that ‘‘in the tour-
ism and peace literature, we sometimes find confusion between normative goals and empirical facts”
(Wohlmuther & Wintersteiner, 2014, p. 52).

If the link between tourism and peace can be established, the implications are considerable (WTTC,
2016). The global tourism industry has expanded from 25 million international tourist arrivals in 1950
to 1133 million in 2014. Most years have seen growth rates of over 4% annually, with some world
regions experiencing even higher growth. In 2014, emerging economies received 45.3% of all interna-
tional arrivals globally (UNWTO, 2015), highlighting the importance of tourism as a development tool.
Tourism is predicted to continue to grow, reaching an estimated 1.8 billion international arrivals in
2030 (UNWTO, 2011). With globally growing tourism volumes the opportunity presents itself to a
wide range of countries to capitalise on tourism as part of their peacebuilding efforts.

To address the important knowledge gap of whether tourism contributes to peace, this research
integrates several global datasets on conflict and tourism to examine the hypothesis of whether a lar-
ger inflow of tourists makes conflict less likely. The focus will be on the impact of tourism on the prob-
ability of civil conflict; that is, on the conflict that occurs internally to a country between the
government and one or more opposition parties. Interstate conflicts between are not considered. In
fact, empirically it would be difficult to study the two types of conflicts jointly as they are charac-
terised by different determinants and dynamics. The choice then is to look at civil conflict because
they are the most frequent form of armed conflict since World War II.

In a recent contribution, Pratt and Liu (2016) studied the two-way relationship between tourism
and peace. Their research differs from this work in several respects. Conceptually, they focused on a
notion of global peace that incorporates various dimensions of socio-political instability, while this
research looks at the dichotomy between civil war and peace (in line with the voluminous political
and economic literature on the causes of conflict). Methodologically, they used more parsimonious
specifications and a shorter sample period than what is used here. Nevertheless, their finding that
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causality does not only run from peace to tourism, but could be reversed, is relevant to this paper. For
one thing, it provides grounds for a more systematic assessment of the role of tourism as a determi-
nant of peace. For another, it alerts to the statistical problem of identification. The central result of this
paper is that, even after controlling for the possibility of reversed causality and other forms of endo-
geneity of tourism and peace, tourism does have a significant peace-stabilizing effect.
Theoretical background

Tourism as a determinant of peace

Regardless of whether tourism is seen as an industry or a social force, it is an activity that involves
the movement of people for a range of purposes; supported by a multi-layered network of public and
private sector stakeholders in both countries of origin and destination. Peace, safety and security are
acknowledged ingredients of a successful tourism industry (WTTC, 2016). However, understanding
the relationship between tourism and peace, both at a theoretical and practical level, is confounded
by the ever-increasing global mobility, changing travel patterns, blurring boundaries between leisure,
business and migration, and constant, but dynamic, global insecurity (Scott, 2012).

Despite conceptually vague boundaries, there is a widespread belief that tourism activity con-
tributes to post-conflict stability (Novelli et al., 2012). This paper clarifies and quantifies the effect
of tourism under the assumption that at any given point in time, a country can be in either of two sit-
uations: conflict or peace. The absence of one implies the occurrence of the other. Therefore, tourism
promotes peace to the extent that it reduces the risk of conflict, whereby conflict is evidence of incom-
patibility between two parties where the use of armed forces lead to a minimum number of battle-
related deaths. Thus, the corollary of the absence of conflict allows us to understand tourism’s role
in the peacekeeping process. It is acknowledged that even in the absence of armed conflict, a country
might experience other forms of social unrest and/or dictatorship—however, these forms of ‘conflict’
are not covered in this research.

Several arguments have been put forward, broadly in line with Smith’s (2004) peacebuilding
dimensions, including tourism’s ability to foster people-to-people understanding and hope, economic
stimulus and development deriving from investment and tourist expenditure, and tourism as a cata-
lyst for cooperation and partnerships.
Inter-cultural understanding and education
An increasing number of tourists are believed to be seeking responsible forms of tourism. Against

the background of wide-spread crises, D’Amore (2009) emphasised the particular importance of the
emergent market of ‘‘peace tourism”, which includes travel to sites of significance to national or global
peace, peace with others or nature, peace with past and future generations, and peace with one self.
Visiting different countries and cultures has long been interpreted as a mind-broadening exercise that
has the potential to enhance inter-cultural understanding and add positively to peace through the
two-track diplomacy in which inter-government relations are complemented by people-focused
exchanges (Kim et al., 2007; WTTC, 2016).

Conflict markers (e.g. war memorials) play an important role in managing post-conflict emotions
(Novelli et al., 2012) and sharing of history and heritage. The contested nature of conflict-related
events requires careful interpretation of history and the peace process to avoid that tourism opens
up past or underlying animosity. Several researchers have highlighted the critical role tour guides play
in achieving positive exchanges and education outcomes in post-conflict regions. To fulfil this role and
navigate opposed constructions of conflict, cultural training of tour guides is critical (Friedl, 2014). It is
therefore argued, that travel not only enhances cultural understandings of those who visit new places,
but it has the potential to positively affect host communities in their reconciliation process. Isaac
(2014) proposed that, based on the interactions with responsible travellers and the production of
new knowledge, tourism can contribute to hope and new faith. As such tourism acts as a ‘‘confidence
building measure” and a symbol of return to normality (Scott, 2012, p. 2114).
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Economic stimulus and development
The importance of a functioning business environment for peace has been identified in earlier

research, amongst others because viable businesses provide much needed taxation and enable the
productive use of both human and other capital (Wohlmuther & Wintersteiner, 2014). Case studies
around the world indicate that tourism contributes, if not leads, the economic development following
a conflict. The founding of the Sri Lanka First initiative in 2001 to lobby for peace through public cam-
paigns has been put forward as an example of how the tourism industry proactively engaged in con-
flict reduction or avoidance (Alluri et al., 2014). Other examples criticised the dominance of business
interests relative to peacebuilding initiatives. Research in Cyprus found that the political cooperation
was largely driven by outside interests, moderated by the European Union and overseas tour opera-
tors, that put the tourism industry first and the advancement of peace second (Scott, 2012).

It is widely claimed that tourism contributes to development and poverty alleviation, with increas-
ing incomes having a stabilising effect, especially in least developed countries (Novelli et al., 2012).
Empirical evidence is provided through case studies, including research in Colombia that suggested
that tourism-generated income and employment replaced illegal activities (e.g. drug trafficking), lead-
ing to increased self-confidence by local people and assisting in overcoming post-conflict trauma
(Ramos, 2014). Tourism development initiatives were found to be successful if the local community
is empowered from the onset of the project. Whilst tourism can have positive effects, tourism devel-
opment also has the potential to exacerbate social tensions, inequality and conflict (Salazar, 2006;
Timothy, 2013).
Cooperation for development
Several studies have highlighted that the joint interest in developing a tourism industry has

resulted in stakeholder cooperation that assisted a democratic peace-building process in post-
conflict countries (Causevic & Lynch, 2013). Referring to Myanmar, Haeusler and Baumgartner
(2014) described how a participatory tourism development policy and implementation not only laid
the foundation for a sustainable tourism sector, but also assisted democratisation more broadly. At the
same time it has been noted that some of the tourism dollars in Myanmar indirectly reinforce conflict
as they assist the ruling powers and support activities by the military junta (Salazar, 2006). Elsewhere,
however, the pivotal role of tourism in ‘unifying’ stakeholders around the goal of development was
reinforced, including in Kenya in the context of ensuring tourist safety during elections (Lagat,
Kiarie, & Njiraini, 2014). Joint tourism training by the Ministry for Peace and Reconciliation of former
‘enemies’ in post-conflict Burundi was highlighted as an example of the glue tourism can provide in
the peacebuilding process (Novelli et al., 2012).
Other determinants of peace

In order to understand the effect of tourism it is important to account for other factors that might
determine the incidence of conflict. Following Hegre and Sambanis (2006) it is possible to systematize
the discussion by focussing on four key concepts that encompass most of the variables used in the lit-
erature to explain the occurrence of conflict (Blattman and Miguel, 2010).
Governance and institutional strength
One heavily debated concept relates to the quality of the polity, broadly defined as the system of

institutional checks and balances that regulate political processes in a country (e.g. competitiveness
and openness in the recruitment of the executive and legislature, veto powers, etc.). It is argued that
on the one hand, a strictly authoritarian regime reduces the opportunity of rebellion. On the other
hand, in a near-perfect democracy, demands and grievances can be accommodated by institutional
means and therefore the motive for rebellion is low. In intermediate regimes (e.g. semi-
democracies), instead, the risk of conflict will be highest; implying that the relationship between qual-
ity of the polity and risk of conflict is expected to be inverted U-shaped (Gleditsch, Hegre, & Strand,
2007).
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Economic factors
The second concept concerns the impact of economic factors. Traditionally, it has been argued that

a higher level of per-capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reduces the risk of conflict in two ways.
First, higher GDP means that the opportunity cost of conflict is higher (Collier & Hoeffler, 2004). Sec-
ond, higher GDP implies greater state capacity and hence ability to prevent rebellion (Fearon & Laitin,
2003). The evidence in this second regard is somewhat ambiguous and has not always been robust to
changes in the specification of the econometric model (Djankov & Reynal-Querol, 2010). Furthermore,
there are ambiguities at a theoretical level. In fact, the appropriation of economic wealth (i.e. greed)
can be a powerful motive for fighting. To the extent that per-capita GDP is indicative of the potential
reward from winning the conflict, its effect on the likelihood of conflict might be positive rather than
negative. In addition, when more economic wealth is available, fighting parties might find it easier to
finance their war efforts. This latter argument applies in particular to wealth generated from natural
resources.1 On balance, the greed-effect is more likely to prevail in relatively poorer countries, while the
effect associated with higher capacity and higher opportunity cost is likely to dominate in richer coun-
tries. This means that at low initial levels of per-capita GDP, an increase in per-capita GDP is expected to
increase the likelihood of civil conflict. However, at sufficiently high initial levels, a further increase in
per-capita GDP reduces the risk of conflict. Again, the relationship between per-capita GDP and the risk
of conflict is supposed to be inverted U-shaped.
Ethnicity
The third broad concept used to explain civil conflict is ethnicity. The co-existence of different eth-

nic groups is often complicated by lack of mutual understanding, historical grievances, and unequal
access to wealth and/or opportunities. This leads to the prediction that more ethnically divided coun-
tries are at higher risk of conflict. On empirical grounds, there is indeed evidence that ethnic hetero-
geneity increases the incidence of civil conflict (Montalvo & Reynal Querol, 2005), particularly in
countries where natural resources are more abundant (Wegenast & Basedau, 2014) or governments
have previously adopted policies to capitalise on the ascriptive nature of ethnicity (Wucherpfennig,
Metternich, Cederman, & Gleditsch, 2012).
Time dependence
The concept of time dependence has also received considerable attention in previous work. Time

dependence refers to the relationship between war/peace status at a given point in time and
war/peace status in previous times. It is generally argued that peace is characterised by positive time
dependence; that is, the risk of new conflict declines the longer the country has been at peace. This is
because when a country is at peace, then peace-specific capital is accumulated while conflict-specific
capital remains unused and hence quickly depreciates (e.g. Collier & Hoeffler, 2004; Collier, Hoeffler, &
Soderbom, 2008; Smith, 2004). By extension, one might also argue that the longer a conflict has lasted,
the more likely it is that it will continue. However, the theoretical prediction is ambiguous. In fact, the
cost of fighting does not necessarily decrease with the time spent in fighting and/or it decreases at
different rate for different parties. If this is the case, then conflict might be characterised by negative
(rather than positive) time dependence.
Method

This section introduces the model developed for this study, and provides information on the speci-
fic estimation approach and data sources used, namely data on civil conflict, international tourist arri-
vals, and other peace-determining variables.
1 The relationship between natural resources and civil conflict is part of the broader research programme on the curse of natural
resources (see Koubi, Spilker, Bohmelt, & Bernauer, 2014 on a comprehensive survey of this topic).
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Model and estimation approach

The hypothesis to be tested is that a larger inflow of tourism reduces the probability (or risk) of a
country to be in a civil conflict—providing the necessary condition for peace. Let yit be a binary indi-
cator that takes value 1 if a civil conflict occurs in year t in country i. Also, let pit be the probability that
yit takes value 1. The econometric model is formed by parametrizing pit to depend on a vector of attri-
butes x:
2 Con
Liu (201
externa
conside
politica
therein
pit � Prðyit ¼ 1jx0
it�kÞ ¼ Uðx0it�kbÞ ð1Þ
where Uð�Þ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and b is a vector of coefficients to
be estimated. Vector x includes a measure of tourism inflow and a group of control variables drawn
from the concepts discussed earlier. The model allows tourism and the other variables to affect the
probability of conflict with a lag of k years (where k is a non-negative integer). Estimation is by max-
imum likelihood.

Unless otherwise indicated, k will be set equal to one in the rest of the analysis, meaning that tour-
ism inflows in year t � 1 determine the probability of conflict in year t. The conceptual rationale for
this choice is twofold. First, it takes time for the potential benefits of tourism to materialise after trav-
ellers have visited the country. Perceptions about economic opportunities or attitudes towards inter-
cultural cooperation are processes that move relatively slowly, implying that one cannot expect an
immediate impact of tourism on the peace process. Second, since peace stability is likely to generate
more tourist arrivals, a contemporaneous correlation between arrivals and peace/war is difficult to
interpret in terms of direction of causality (Pratt & Liu, 2016). When tourism is lagged, then the risk
of picking the reverse causality effect is reduced. A similar argument can be made for the other con-
trols in the model. Operationally, there is no clear rule to choose a one year lag over a longer lag. Yet,
given the relatively short time series of tourism data, longer lags would result in significant cut to the
number of observations available for estimation. Sensitivity checks were run using k = 2 and results
turned out to be qualitatively very similar to those presented here.

With model (1), the marginal effect of the generic regressor xz is given by @p=@xz ¼ /ðx0bÞbz, where
/ is the standard normal density and bz is the estimated coefficient of regressor xz. Hence, positive
(negative) values of bz imply that increasing xz will increase (decrease) the probability of civil conflict
(i.e. y = 1). To facilitate the understanding of the quantitative effect of tourism, we complement the
presentation of estimation results with a set of simulations that show how the probability of conflict
changes for a given change in the inflow of tourism.

Specification and data

Conflict data
The dependent variable in the probit model (yit) takes value 1 if a conflict occurs in country i in year

t and zero otherwise. A conflict is defined as a contested incompatibility between the government of a
state and one or more internal opposition groups (possibly with the intervention from other states on
one or both sides) where the use of armed forces results in at least 25 battle-related deaths
(Gleditsch et al., 2002). The information required to operationalize this definition is sourced from
the Uppsala/PRIO Conflict database (htpps://www.prio.org/Data/).2

In the literature, the dependent variable is often coded as a one in the first year of a conflict, zero in
peace years, and missing in years of ongoing conflict. This coding is meant to pick the onset of war. In
this paper, instead, years of ongoing conflict are also coded as a one. The dependent variable therefore
picks the incidence of conflict. The choice to focus on incidence rather than onset has a twofold
ceptually, we are defining peace as the absence of war, which justifies the use of a binary indicator for peace/war. Pratt and
6) and WTTC (2016) measure peace with the Global Peace Index (GPI), which incorporates several different dimensions of
l and internal socio-political stability on a five-point scale. Our preference for the binary indicator arises from three
rations: (i) we capture the intuitive idea that a country is either at peace or at (civil) war, (ii) we align with the extensive
l and economic literature on conflict (see, inter alia, Bosker & de Ree, 2014; Carmignani & Kler, 2016, and references
), and (iii) we significantly extend the time dimension of our analysis (since GPI is available only for the period 2008–2012).

http://www.prio.org/Data/
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motivation. First, the theoretical hypothesis put forward in this paper is that tourism reduces the like-
lihood of conflict at any given point in time, not just at the onset. Hence, incidence seems to be a more
directly relevant concept. Second, with tourism data going back to 1995 only, the number of onsets is
relatively small and hence the dependent variable would take value one too rarely.

Considering all countries in the Uppsala/PRIO database over the entire period 1960–2010, there are
786 conflict-years out of a total of 6691 observations. This means that the unconditional probability of
conflict is close to 12%. This reduces to 8.4% over the period 1996–2010, which will be used for esti-
mation in this paper. However, the panel of observations is unbalanced, in the sense that tourism, eco-
nomics, and political data are not available for all countries and all years since 1996. Restricting
attention to the sample that will effectively be used for estimation, the unconditional probability of
conflict is 4.3%.

Tourism data
Data on tourist arrivals stem from the UNWTO Compendium of Tourism Statistics (UNWTO, 2015).

The UNWTO provides tourism statistics on 203 countries and territories for the period 1995–2013. The
Compendium has been produced annually since 1986, with the terminology having been revised
slightly in 2005 and in 2010. The UNWTO obtains data from different sources (e.g. immigration statis-
tics, accommodation data, traffic counts, and visitor surveys) compiled by country offices. The data on
inbound tourism (including overnight arrivals of non-resident visitors and same-day excursionists
crossing national borders) provides the most complete time series and was used in this study to con-
struct the variable zit in the probit model described above. Over the period of observation, the variable
presents a very large dispersion. Its mean is 13.2 million arrivals, but the median is only 2.6 million
and the standard deviation is 27.7 million. In fact, about 80% of all observations are located below
the mean, which indicates that the distribution is heavily right skewed. In order to generate a more
symmetric distribution, the original tourism series is transformed by taking its natural log. The result-
ing series has a mean of 14.9, median of 14.8, standard deviation of 1.9, and 52% observations fall
below the mean.3

Data for control variables
Drawing on the discussion in the previous section on the determinants of conflict, the list of regres-

sors in the probit model includes the following variables to capture polity, income, and ethnicity
effects.

The concept of polity quality is measured by the competitiveness in the recruitment of the execu-
tive. This variable measures the extent to which the election or appointment of the government hap-
pens through an open, competitive, and transparent process. The variable is taken from the Polity IV
Database4 and is constructed from experts’ assessment of the institutional and legal features of the
recruitment process. Statistically, it is a number from 1 (non-competitive recruitment) to 8 (highly com-
petitive recruitment). The sample mean is 5.6 and the median is 7. The distribution is somewhat bi-
model, with a peak around the value of 3 and another between 7 and 8. Just for reference, consider that
countries like Albania (until 1989), Cameroon, Egypt, Indonesia (until 1998), Mexico (until 1993), and
Tunisia are all ranked as three over most of the observation period. Examples of countries coded as 1
include Bahrain (from 1999 until 2010), Morocco (until 1976), and Saudi Arabia. At the other end of
the spectrum, United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and the western European countries are all
ranked as 8. Given that the effect of polity is likely to be non-linear, a square value of the executive
recruitment index was included.

Per-capita GDP is used as an indicator of economic conditions. The variable is taken from the Penn
World Tables (Feenstra et al., 2015) and is expressed in constant prices to ensure comparability across
3 As a sensitivity check, the baseline model has been re-estimated using tourism arrivals per-capita and results are qualitatively
very similar to those presented in Table 1 below. For instance, in the baseline regression, the estimated coefficient of tourism per-
capita is �3.338 with a standard error of 1.002, which implies that the coefficient is significant at the 1% confidence level. The
estimated coefficient of the log of tourism per-capita is �0.513, with a standard error of 0.095, which again denotes statistical
significance at the 1% confidence level.

4 See http://www.systemicpeace.org/polityproject.html

http://www.systemicpeace.org/polityproject.html
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countries. Similarly to tourism arrival, the distribution of per-capita GDP is right skewed (mean USD
8541, median USD 3701, standard deviation USD 12,510). Therefore, the variable is log transformed,
and to account for the inverted U-shaped effect on the risk of conflict, the probit model also includes
the squared valued of per-capita GDP.

Ethnicity is captured by the index of ethnic fractionalisation (Alesina, Devleeschauwer, Easterly,
Kurlat, & Wacziarg, 2003), which measures the probability that two randomly selected individuals
do not belong to the same ethnic group. Higher values denote greater fragmentation. Because ethnic-
ity moves very slowly over time, taking it as a country-specific fixed effect over a period of ten or
twenty years is a reasonable approximation. The sample mean of ethnic fragmentation is 0.38, the
median is 0.35 and the standard deviation is 0.28. Countries like Korea and Taiwan have ethnic frag-
mentation equal to 0; Cambodia, France, and New Zealand are in the range 0.11–0.15; Thailand, Bel-
gium, and Botswana are in the range 0.35–0.38. Countries with highest ethnic fragmentation are
Tanzania (0.89), Democratic Republic of Congo (0.87), Nigeria, (0.86), and Ivory Coast (0.85).

The time dependence concept is captured by a simple indicator that counts the cumulative number
of years since the conclusion of the previous war. The coding of this indicator is again based on the
information available from the PRIO/Uppsala conflict database. Lastly, the specification also includes
the (natural log of) country’s population. The population variable is taken from Feenstra et al. (2015).
After the log-transformation, the variable has a normal distribution, with both mean andmedian equal
to 15.7 and standard deviation equal to 1.65.5
Limitations

This research has several limitations. First, the model outputs are only as good as the data input. For
example, the UNWTO tourism data are not of equal quality for all countries; however, UNWTO has
been formally recognised by the United Nations as the most appropriate organisation to compile, stan-
dardise and integrate global tourism statistics. The UNWTO are universally accepted and represent the
best available data set on arrivals. Second, tourism data are only available since 1995, which limits our
ability to explore longer term dynamics. Both data quality and availability will improve over time.
Third, the conceptual assumption that peace is the absence of measurable conflict is a limitation in
the sense that countries that suffer other forms of suppression or non-violent conflict are treated as
countries in peace when a broader definition might not agree with this assessment. Future models
might take such additional states into account.
Results

The size of the sample is determined by data availability. Tourism data were available from 1995 to
2013 for 126 countries, while GDP data from the Penn World Tables were available until 2010; thus
the analysis refers to the timeframe 1995–2010.6 Conflict data were available for all of these countries
since 1946, but some of the other variables were only obtainable for a subset of countries and over vary-
ing periods of time. The panel is therefore unbalanced. In addition, all the regressors are lagged by one
year, which in practice pushes the start of the sample to 1996. The maximum number of observations
available for estimation is 1220, which still ensures plenty of degrees of freedom for reliable statistical
inference. The following presents a baseline model, followed by some more specific results of the mar-
ginal effect of tourism, and additional models to overcome potential effects of reverse causality of the
tourism peace/conflict relationship.
5 Bilateral correlations between regressors are generally lower than 0.3, i.e. the danger of multicollinearity is small. The
correlation between GDP per-capita and tourism arrivals is, however, 0.6 and the correlation between arrivals and population is
0.5. To further examine these correlations, Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) were computed. The VIFs of GDP per-capita, population,
and arrivals are respectively 4.7, 3.6 and 3.8, which is well below the suggested 10 (O’brien, 2007).

6 GDP data for the period 2011–2013 are available from other sources (e.g. World Development Indicators or the World
Economic Outlook). However, the Penn World Tables is our preferred source as they provide data of the highest statistical quality,
especially in terms of cross-country consistency and comparability. We did re-estimate all of our models on the longer sample,
1996–2013, using the WEO data and found that the results are qualitatively the same as those discussed in the rest of this section.
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Baseline estimates

Baseline results are reported in Table 1. Each column corresponds to a different version of the pro-
bit model. For each version, the table reports the estimated coefficients of tourism arrivals (i.e. b1 in
equation (2)) and the estimated coefficients of the other regressors (i.e. the bm’s). The standard error
and level of statistical significance of each estimate are also reported.

The role of tourism
Column I of Table 1 reports estimates based on all observations. The central result is that the esti-

mated coefficient of the tourism arrival variable is negative and statistically highly significant. This
means that more arrivals in a given year reduce the probability that the country will be in conflict
in the subsequent year. Because of the model set-up, the estimated coefficients cannot be given the
standard partial derivative interpretation as in a linear regression model.

The remaining columns in Table 1 show that the result on the role of tourism is robust to various
changes in the sample used for estimation and the specification of the model. In Column II, the sample
excludes the most advanced economies as recipients of international arrivals (i.e. North America, Wes-
tern Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand). The underlying rationale is that advanced economies
generally combine a low frequency of civil conflict with a higher capacity to attract tourists. Hence,
their inclusion in the sample could bias results in favour of the hypothesis that tourism stabilises
peace. As can be seen, the effect of tourism remains negative, statistically significant, and numerically
even stronger than in the full sample estimates. This confirms that our findings are not just driven by
an advanced countries effect. Even more importantly, the result in Column II confirms the tourism
plays a potentially critical role in the development process. In Column III, the model is estimated
on a sample that excludes some outliers. More specifically, the analysis of the distribution of tourism
arrivals reveals that there is a small group of countries with very large numbers of international arri-
vals. Accordingly, the observations in the top 10% of the distribution are dropped from the sample.
This however does not lead to any qualitative change in the impact of tourism on the risk of conflict.

Estimates so far have considered the impact of arrivals in a given year on the risk of conflict the
year after. However, it could be argued that tourism has a cumulative effect. In other words, the prob-
ability of conflict at time t does not only depend on the inflow of tourists at time t � 1, but also on
arrivals in previous years (e.g. t � 2, etc. . .). To account for this possible cumulative effect, the regres-
sion in Column IV is estimated using the sum of arrivals in the past five years as an explanatory vari-
able. The estimated coefficient is now much larger than in Column I, suggesting that effectively the
benefits of tourism are cumulative.

Column V allows for some persistence of the war/peace status over time by including a lagged
dependent variable; that is, yit�1 is added to the set of regressors. Its positive coefficient intuitively
suggests that the incidence of conflict is characterised by positive time dependence. In other words,
being at war in the previous year increases the probability of being at war in the current year. Perhaps
more importantly, the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable does not invalidate the hypothesis
that tourism arrivals stabilize peace. The estimated coefficient of the tourism variable is, however,
now considerably smaller than in Column I. This is not entirely surprising: the lagged dependent vari-
able by construction accounts for a large proportion of the variation in the dependent variable. This in
turn reduces the marginal impact of all other variables. As can be seen, the coefficients of all other
regressors, including the constant term, also decline.7

Other determinants of peace
Generally speaking, the estimated coefficients align with theoretical expectations. The estimated

coefficients of the polity and polity squared terms are indicative of a U-shaped relationship:
given a continuum running from autocratic to democratic regimes, the risk of conflict is higher in
7 Additional robustness checks are available upon request. The inclusion of other regressors (domestic GDP growth, oil reserves
per-capita, the proportion of mountainous terrain, and a dummy variable to isolate post-conflict years) does not qualitatively
change the findings concerning tourism. Also, dropping per-capita GDP and population one at the time does not significantly alter
the estimated coefficient of tourism. This further confirms that estimates are not affected by multicollinearity.



Table 1
Baseline results.

Column I Column II Column III Column IV Column V

Full sample Non-industrial
countries

Excluding
countries with
large inflows

Five year
cumulative
arrivals

Lagged
dependent
variable

Tourism arrivals �0.500 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.727 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.443 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.742 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.270 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.065) (0.115) (0.066) (0.115) (0.066)
Per-capita GDP 3.727 ⁄⁄⁄ �3.233 ⁄⁄⁄ 2.899 ⁄⁄ 6.543 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.211

(1.360) (1.190) (1.177) (1.890) (1.201)
Per-capita GDP squared �0.176 ⁄⁄ 0.251 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.132 ⁄⁄ �0.325 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.025

(0.073) (0.072) (0.064) (0.099) (0.067)
Polity 1.955 ⁄⁄⁄ 1.925 ⁄⁄ 1.778 ⁄⁄⁄ 6.567 ⁄⁄⁄ 2.511 ⁄⁄

(0.717) (0.783) (0.689) (1.200) (1.242)
Polity squared �0.134 ⁄⁄ �0.115 ⁄ �0.123 ⁄⁄ �0.514 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.199 ⁄

(0.063) (0.069) (0.061) (0.100) (0.108)
Population 1.028 ⁄⁄⁄ 1.530 ⁄⁄⁄ 1.037 ⁄⁄⁄ 1.589 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.639 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.115) (0.243) (0.117) (0.205) (0.129)
Ethnicity 0.810 ⁄ 0.772 ⁄ 0.627 0.088 �0.068

(0.457) (0.444) (0.469) (0.578) (0.925)
Years of peace �0.091 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.099 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.091 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.122 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.058 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.018) (0.013)
Civil conflict lagged 3.027 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.323)
Constant �35.540 ⁄⁄⁄ �13.385 ⁄⁄⁄ �31.834 ⁄⁄⁄ �65.332 ⁄⁄⁄ �15.434 ⁄⁄

(8.061) (6.449) (7.059) (11.752) (7.422)
Log likelihood �114.46 �99.514 �112.30 �55.897 �44.459
LR statistic (p-value) 194.74

(0.000)
207.67
(0.000)

187.59
(0.000)

111.27
(0.000)

334.75
(0.000)

Pseudo R2 0.459 0.511 0.455 0.498 0.790
Pearson Chi-square

(p-value)
59.24 (0.57) 56.43 (0.59) 57.61 (0.57) 55.44 (0.62) 51.38 (0.69)

Hosmer–Lemeshow
Chi-square (p-value)

4.46 (0.49) 4.18 (0.51) 4.39 (0.49) 4.07 (0.55) 3.63 (0.59)

Observations 1220 1037 1093 809 1220

Notes: Standard errors are reported in brackets. ⁄, ⁄⁄, ⁄⁄⁄ denote statistical significance of the estimated coefficient at the 10%, 5%,
and 1% confidence level. The dependent variable is the binary indicator conflict/peace in all columns. The diagnostics at the
bottom of the table are as follows. Log-likelihood is the value of the log likelihood function of the fitted model. The LR statistic is
the likelihood ratio Chi-square test that at least one of the estimated coefficients is not equal to zero. The null hypothesis of the
test is that all coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero. The p-value is reported in brackets and indicates that the null can be
rejected. The pseudo R2 is the log-likelihood redefined on a scale where 0 corresponds to a model where all estimated
coefficients are zero and 1 corresponds to perfect prediction (i.e. a log-likelihood equal to 0). Higher values indicate a better fit
(McFadden, 1974). The Pearson Chi-square is a test of the observed against expected number of responses using cells defined by
co-variate patterns. The Hosmer–Lemeshow chi square is similar to the Pearson Chi-square, but data are regrouped by ordering
on the predicted probabilities and then forming 10 nearly equal sized groups (Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013). Low
values of these two chi square statistics (i.e. p-values above 0.1) are indicative of a good fit of the estimated model.
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intermediate regimes. The coefficient of years of peace is negative, meaning that the longer a country
has been at peace, the less likely a conflict is. Population size instead has a positive effect on the risk of
conflict. As previously noted, this is due to the fact that a threshold number of battle related deaths is
used to define conflict, hence less populated countries are less likely to be at war. The positive coef-
ficient of population could also suggest the existence of diseconomies of scale in preventing rebel’s
activities. From a government perspective, a larger population might be more difficult to monitor,
for instance because disproportionately more resources have to be devoted to policing and prevention
activities as the number of individuals or rebellious groups to be policed grows.

The role of ethnicity is more ambiguous. In accordance with the theory, the index of ethnic frag-
mentation has a positive coefficient (with the exception of the model with a lagged dependent vari-
able), but this coefficient is only marginally statistically significant. In fact, the coefficient passes
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the zero restriction test of significance only in the full sample estimates and in the estimates without
highly advanced economies. In the other versions of the model, the coefficient is not statistically dif-
ferent from zero, meaning that ethnic fragmentation does not significantly alter the probability of
being in a conflict.

Lastly, there is also some ambiguity with respect to the role of per-capita GDP. The full sample esti-
mates, the model without outliers, and the model with five year cumulative arrivals all indicate that
per-capita GDP affects the probability of conflict non-linearly and that this non-linear effect is
inverted-U shaped. This finding does support the above theoretical discussion, but is not robust to
dropping the advanced economies from the sample of estimation. In fact, advanced economies are sys-
tematically characterised by a combination of high income and low risk of conflict. This in turn might
imply that when they are dropped from the sample, then the squared term of per-capita GDP becomes
redundant. The results for per-capita GDP are also not robust to the inclusion of the lagged dependent
variable, which is an issue that probably deserves attention in some future research.
Panel and two-stage estimates

This subsection considers two extensions of the econometric model. The first one is the estimation
of an effects model. The effects model takes advantage of the panel structure of the dataset to allow for
unobserved country specific effects. In a random effects model, this unobserved country heterogeneity
is assumed to be uncorrelated with the regressors. This orthogonality assumption is removed in a
fixed effects model. However, the fixed effects model is not suitable here, because for a number of
countries in the sample the binary outcome yit is always zero. These countries would have to be
dropped from the sample, which is clearly undesirable as it would result in sample selection bias.
Moreover, the use of a fixed effect would imply that the time-invariant measure of ethnic fragmenta-
tion has to be excluded from the set of regressors.

The baseline model with random effects estimated on the full sample of all observations is reported
in Column I of Table 2. The level of statistical significance of per-capita GDP and polity drops consid-
erably compared to the estimates in Column I of Table 1. However, there is still very strong evidence of
a peace stabilizing effect of tourist arrivals, with the effect being much stronger than what was
observed in baseline estimates. An additional table on random effects that confirms that a larger
inflow of tourists significantly reduces the risk of civil war is available on request.

The second econometric extension addresses any residual concerns about the potential
endogeneity of tourism arrivals and war/peace status. The standard approach to the treatment of
endogeneity relies on the use of instrumental variables to isolate the exogenous variation in the
endogenous regressors. Once a suitable instrument is identified, estimation typically proceed in two
steps: first the endogenous variable is regressed on the instrument and the other exogenous
regressors, then the original regression is run using fitted values of the endogenous variable from
the first stage.

In our case, to be suitable as an instrument, a variable must be correlated with tourism arrivals,
exogenous to the risk of conflict, and correlated to the risk of conflict only through its effect on tourism
arrivals. Based on the comprehensive literature on tourist arrivals models (e.g. Schiff & Becken, 2011;
Song, Witt, & Li, 2003), and the identified strong link between Gross Domestic Product and tourism
demand (Pērez-Rodríguez, Ledesma-Rodríguez, & Santana-Gallego, 2015), global economic growth
seems to be a likely candidate in this regard. However, more than with the level of tourism arrivals,
it is probably correlated with the growth in tourism arrivals; that is, global economic growth is a
potentially good instrument for the average growth of tourism across countries.8 In our regression
model tourism arrivals are expressed in levels, and we therefore need to modify the standard two-
step approach as follows.
8 Our argument is that tourism flows are a function of global economic conditions so that on average, tourism arrivals in a
country tend to increase faster the higher the rate of world GDP growth (see UNWTO, 2011). When directly included in the
baseline regression of Column I, Table 1, global growth fails to be statistically significant (even after dropping tourism). This
suggest that global growth does not directly affect the risk of civil war. However, as shown below, its statistical correlation with
tourism growth is strong, which is what is needed to implement our estimation procedure.



Table 2
Regressions with generated value of tourism arrivals.

Column I
(panel
estimates)

Column II
First stage

Column III
Second stage

Column IV
First stage

Column V
Second stage

Tourism arrivals (generated) �0.865 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.407 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.480 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.326) (0.059) (0.074)
Per-capita GDP 6.939 2.660 ⁄⁄ �0.115 ⁄⁄ 4.717 ⁄⁄⁄

(6.984) (1.194) (0.045) (1.787)
Per-capita GDP squared �0.391 �0.119 ⁄ �0.229 ⁄⁄

(0.428) (0.065) (0.094)
Polity 2.618 2.182 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.008 2.398 ⁄⁄⁄

(2.963) (0.694) (0.009) (0.749)
Polity squared �0.132 �0.153 ⁄⁄ �0.174 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.263) (0.061) (0.066)
Population 2.231 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.901 ⁄⁄⁄ 1.004 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.718) (0.106) (0.125)
Ethnicity 1.829 0.378 0.221

(3.351) (0.461) (0.467)
Years of peace �0.240 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.089 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.002 �0.094 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.082) (0.011) (0.002) (0.012)
Global growth 0.020 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.014 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.003) (0.003)
Domestic growth 0.678 ⁄⁄⁄

(0.141)
Constant �66.279 ⁄⁄⁄ �0.021 �30.325 ⁄⁄⁄ 0.892 ⁄⁄ �40.687 ⁄⁄⁄

(34.645) (0.013) (7.147) (0.359) (10.090)
Hausman specification test (p value) 1.82 (0.17) 2.22 (0.13)
AP Chi-squared test stat (p value) 35.72 (0.000) 18.11 (0.000)
AP F statistic (Stock–Yogo Critical Value) 35.66 (16.38) 17.24 (16.38)
Number of observations 1220 1224 1123 1195 1085

Notes: Standard errors are reported in brackets. Standard errors in the second stage are bootstrap. ⁄, ⁄⁄, ⁄⁄⁄ denote statistical
significance of the estimated coefficient at the 10%, 5%, and 1% confidence level. The dependent variable is the binary indicator
for conflict/peace in column I and in the second stage regressions. In the first stage regressions, instead, the dependent variable
is the growth rate of tourism arrivals. The test statistics at the bottom of the table are as follows. The Hausman specification test
is a test of the null hypothesis that pooled estimates (Column I Table 1) are efficient v. the alternative hypothesis that they are
inconsistent, given that the two-step estimates are consistent under both the null and the alternative hypothesis. Non-rejection
of the null indicates that the pooled estimates are efficient. The AP Chi-squared test statistic is a test of the null hypothesis that
tourism growth in the first step regression is unidentified (i.e. that global growth is not correlated with tourism growth).
Rejection of the null indicates that the model is identified. The AP F statistic is a test of weak identification. A test statistic higher
than the reported critical values indicates that tourism growth in the first step regression is robustly identified. The statistics are
described in Angrist and Pischke (2009). The critical values for the AP F statistics are provided by Stock and Yogo (2005).
Additional diagnostics (similar to those reported at the bottom of Table 1) are available upon request.
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Step one now consists of estimating an OLS regression of the growth in tourism arrivals on the
growth rate of the global economy (and possibly other determinants of tourism arrivals). The esti-
mated coefficients of this equation are used to obtain fitted values of the growth rate of tourism arri-
vals in each year. Setting the starting level of tourism arrivals to the actual value observed in 1995, the
fitted growth rates are then recursively applied to generate an estimated series of levels of tourism
arrivals. In step two, these estimated levels are used in place of the original series of tourism arrivals
to run the probit model. Bootstrapping is used to ensure that the second-step standard errors are
robust (e.g. see Ashraf & Galor, 2013).

Columns II and III of Table 2 report the estimates obtained from the two-step procedure. The first
step regression is very parsimonious as it only includes a constant and global growth. It is worth
stressing that the estimated coefficient of global growth is positive and strongly significant, confirm-
ing that growth in tourism arrivals is determined by global economic conditions. In step-two, the coef-
ficient of the estimated tourism arrivals variable is once again negative, statistically significant, and
numerically similar to the one obtained in the baseline estimates. As the generated tourism arrivals
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are obtained from an exogenous source of variation like global growth, they are most likely exogenous
to the probability of conflict so that the estimated coefficient can effectively be taken as representing a
causality effect.

Columns IV and V repeat the same two-step exercise, with the difference that the first step equa-
tion now includes a number of additional variables which might determine both the risk of conflict
and tourism arrivals. For the purpose of the validity of the method, what really matters is that global
growth in the first step regression continues to be positive and significant. The second stage results
further support the conclusion that there is indeed a causal effect from tourism to the risk of conflict.9

Three statistical diagnostics are reported at the bottom of Columns III and V (details in the notes to
Table 2). The first diagnostic (Hausman specification test) favours the baseline estimates in Table 1
over the two-step estimates in Table 2, which are however consistent. The Chi-square statistic and
F statistic diagnostics (Angrist & Pischke, 2009) indicate that tourism growth is robustly identified
in the first step regression.

Quantifying the effect of tourism on the risk of conflict

The estimated coefficient of tourism arrivals in Tables 1 and 2 can be readily interpreted in terms of
positive/negative effect and statistical significance. A more precise quantitative interpretation is, how-
ever, complicated by the fact that the dependent variable is not linear and the tourism arrivals variable
is log-transformed. Therefore, in order to provide some quantitative understanding of the strength of
the effect, this subsection compares the estimated probability of conflict for different levels of arrivals.
The probabilities are fitted with values obtained from the baseline estimates in Column I (Table 1).
Three sets of probabilities are computed: one based on the actual number of arrivals, one assuming
20% more arrivals in each year, and one assuming 50% more arrivals in each year. So, the only differ-
ence between the three probabilities is the number of arrivals. This means that a comparison of the
three probabilities should provide an assessment of the reduced risk of conflict associated with a
20% and a 50% increase in arrivals in each country.

The average fitted probability of conflict in the full sample is 4.1%. This declines to 3.6% when arri-
vals are increased by 20% and it further decreases to 3.1% when arrivals are increased by 50%. In other
words, the probability of conflict declines by approximately 12% in response to a 20% increase in arri-
vals and by approximately 24% in response to a 50% increase in arrivals. It is important to consider that
many countries in the sample have probability of conflict close to 0. For these, the impact of increased
arrivals is not particularly evident. More insightful, instead, is it to focus on countries that experience
prolonged spells of conflict. Two countries that have seen repeated conflict, but also an increase in
tourism arrivals are used here to illustrate the effects of tourism arrivals in terms of reduced conflict
probability.

Figs. 1 and 2 plot the probabilities of conflict in Russia and Sri Lanka. It can be seen that in Russia,
the average probability of conflict decreases from 20% to 17% when arrivals increase by 20% and to 15%
when arrivals increase by 50%. Secondly, in Sri Lanka 20% more arrivals lower the risk of conflict from
15% to 13% while 50% more arrivals bring the probability of conflict down to 11%. In summary, tourism
does not in itself eliminate the risk of conflict in countries that are more vulnerable to violence, but it
does help achieve a sizeable reduction in risk.

Discussion and conclusions

This research integrated data on tourist arrivals with a global database on civil conflict to examine
whether increased levels of arrivals reduce the likelihood of conflict. Theoretically, tourism can be
grounds for peace or a beneficiary of peace and recent empirical evidence (Pratt & Liu, 2016) shows
that the two effects co-exist. To isolate the direction of causality and identify the effect of tourism
9 The first step regression was also run using all the regressors included in the second step. The estimated coefficient of global
growth was 0.016 (s.e. 0.003). In the second step regression, the estimated coefficient of tourism arrivals was �0.512 (s.e. 0.008).
Population, ethnicity and the squared terms of polity and per-capita GDP were all not significant in the first step regression. This
supports the exclusion restrictions embedded in Column IV of Table 2.
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Fig. 1. Probability of war and tourism in Russia, 1996–2010.
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Fig. 2. Probability of war and tourism in Sri Lanka, 1996–2010.
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on peace, the econometric model was estimated using lagged values of tourism and other regressors.
In addition, an exogenous source of variation in tourismwas used to validate the findings. Results con-
sistently indicated that larger tourism inflows reduce the probability of conflict. This finding was
robust to various sensitivity checks, including the estimation of a dynamic model where the current
risk of civil war depends on its past values. Thus, this research shows that the peace stabilising role
of tourism is not just hypothetical.

The extent to which tourism contributed to reducing the risk of conflict has been explored hypo-
thetically for Russia and Sri Lanka. Assuming yearly international tourism arrival growth rates of 20%
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and 50%, the likelihood of conflict reduced substantially, for example in the order of 13% for a 20%
increase in arrivals to Sri Lanka. These scenarios highlight the considerable potential that tourism
might bring to fragile states (Novelli et al., 2012). Sri Lanka, for example, demonstrated consistent
tourism growth from 549,000 arrivals in 2005 to 1,527,000 in 2014—testimony to concerted efforts
by both the private and public components of the Sri Lanka tourism sector (Alluri et al., 2014). These
numbers are promising; although, at a closer look tourism activity in Sri Lanka remains geographically
confined to the west and south and underdeveloped in the conflict zones of the north. The uneven dis-
tribution of benefits and ongoing ‘pockets of conflict’ are possibly not uncommon in larger, more pop-
ulous countries, as also indicated in the finding of a positive relationship between population size and
conflict.

Longer-term tourism growth provides a positive cumulative effect, as shown in this research. This
is particularly pertinent, considering that the risk of re-occurring conflict is highest in the years imme-
diately after establishment of peace (Smith, 2004). Thus, stimulation of tourism in a post-conflict sit-
uation is important, but consistent investment over many years is even more critical to reap the
peace-bringing effects (Fearon & Laitin, 2003). Once a timeframe of 10 years of peace has been reached
the likelihood of conflict becomes small (Collier et al., 2008). Several examples exist in the literature of
how Governments prioritised tourism development (e.g. by demining national parks in Rwanda, Alluri
et al., 2014) as a means to bringing back economic activity and ‘normality’ (Scott, 2012). A more indi-
rect effect of tourism development may come from an improved country image due to tourism pro-
motion (Lepp et al., 2011).

Rebuilding tourism in a post-conflict country presents opportunities, most prominently for poverty
alleviation and social equity. Research on the benefits and pitfalls of tourism in developing countries
points towards a wide range of socio-economic benefits for communities (Buzinde, Kalavar, & Melubo,
2014). The recognised potential of tourism to provide employment opportunities, in particular for
women, has been specifically highlighted in the context of peacebuilding processes, given that conflict
often reduces the number of male workforce, putting more pressure on women to contribute to the
reconstruction (Alluri et al., 2014). (Re)-developing tourism after conflict should aspire to focus on
those initiatives that provide long-lasting, sustainable, inclusive and resilient outcomes. Such
higher-level goals are in line with the new Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 2015).

Questions of equity may then also consider the current distribution of tourism globally. At present,
most tourism occurs in Western countries: Europe alone received 51% of global arrivals in 2014, with
the United States of America attracting 74.8 million (or 6.6%) international arrivals annually. Consid-
ering that most tourist departures are from Western countries, global travel is mainly a North-North
phenomenon; in other words facilitating economic benefits amongst already developed nations. Most
recent data from the UNWTO (2015) indicate that tourism growth in emerging economies has slowed
down somewhat and also receives relatively less economic benefit from tourism. In 2014, emerging
economies received 45.3% of international arrivals but only 34.5% of international receipts from tour-
ism. Global efforts towards enhancing North-South travel, for example through the UNWTO’s Sustain-
able Tourism for Eliminating Poverty programme, may not only address economic issues, but could
also contribute positively to peace.

Tourism’s contribution to peacebuilding and development is best harnessed as part of a broader
government-led strategy. Our findings reinforce the importance of transparent governance schemes
for peace (Gleditsch et al., 2007). In the context of tourism, the importance of strong institutional
arrangements for the country’s ability to leverage peace-contributing potentials from tourism was
highlighted earlier (e.g. Alluri et al., 2014; Novelli et al., 2012; Scott, 2012). If unsupported by broader
peace building strategies (Smith, 2004), the private tourism industry, tends to pursue a (passive) prin-
ciple of ‘doing no harm’, rather than actively promoting transformational change or peace-building
initiatives (Alluri et al., 2014). Lack of public sector support and strategy may then even lead to pro-
liferation of negative impacts from tourism (Salazar, 2006).

Several examples have been advanced that illustrated how private–public sector disconnect can
lead to undesirable outcomes. The lack of an encompassing strategy for tourism development and
cooperation in Bosnia–Herzegowina, for example, was highlighted as one factor in the failure of
capitalising on tourism as a vehicle for reconciliation. More specifically, Causevic and Lynch (2013)
suggested that the Dayton Agreement on which post-conflict Bosnia–Herzegowina is built and which
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favours ethnic enclaves, should be amended to allow the development of a tourism strategy and
national promotion, as part of a much needed trust-building process. The mere ‘absence of war’ is
insufficient to build a thriving tourism sector or to establish ‘positive peace’ (i.e. the institutional inte-
gration of peace into governance systems). Similarly, Kim et al. (2007) noted that the positive effect of
an emerging two-track diplomacy resulting from South Korean’s travel to selected sites in North Korea
can be eroded through less supportive relations at the Government level.

More generally, the evidence presented here hints at a broader set of relationships linking tourism
and development. Tourism dynamically interacts with other macroeconomic, political, and institu-
tional factors to determine development outcomes. The relative contribution of tourism to progress
on any dimension of the development process is likely to be conditional on the underlying socio-
economic policy framework. In other words, different policy frameworks might be more or less ade-
quate to unleash the potential beneficial effects arising from tourism (in achieving peace or other
desirable outcomes). The challenge for policymakers and researchers is then to understand which
policies strengthen or weaken the effect of tourism and, in reverse, how tourism can amplify the effect
of other socio-economic policies. In empirical terms, this will require the use of systems of simultane-
ous equations that incorporate suitable non-linearities and/or interactive effects between tourism and
relevant policy factors. This is certainly a stimulating avenue of future research, as is further investi-
gation of the tourism-peace relationship in different world regions.
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